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By Aimee Friedman

Scholastic US. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Sea Change, Aimee Friedman,
Sixteen-year-old Miranda Merchant is great at science. . .and not so great with boys. After major
drama with her boyfriend and (now ex) best friend, she's happy to spend the summer on small,
mysterious Selkie Island, helping her mother sort out her late grandmother's estate. There, Miranda
finds new friends and an island with a mysterious, mystical history, presenting her with facts her
logical, scientific mind can't make sense of. She also meets Leo, who challenges everything she
thought she knew about boys, friendship. . .and reality. Is Leo hiding something? Or is he
something that she never could have imagined? Praise for Sea Change: "An evocative setting, an air
of mystery and some intriguing love interests for Miranda, a 16-year-old budding scientist, will
make Friedman's novel irresistible to romance fans.Movingly and convincingly drawn." - Publishers
Weekly "Miranda is likable and interesting, and she possesses a self-awareness and confidence that
is coupled with an insecurity that makes her real and easy for readers to connect with themselves. .
.A good choice to pass to readers who devour supernatural romances but are ready to move on
from vampires and...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. it was writtern quite flawlessly and helpful. You will not truly feel monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are
for concerning if you ask me).
-- Sterling Kris-- Sterling Kris

It in a of the best publication. It is among the most remarkable publication i have read through. Your lifestyle period will be change once you complete
reading this article publication.
-- Crystal Rolfson-- Crystal Rolfson
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